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Limb 2 

The 8 Limbed Path to Happiness 2. 

In our last session we began to talk about Patanjali’s Yoga Sutra’s as the first “how to” 
manual for yoga. It contains under 200 two-line sutras that describe how to live as a 
yogi, including the 8 Limbed path, the basic yoga blueprint for achieving 
enlightenment. 

The First Limb is the “yamas” - 5 moral disciplines and restraints. Yamas are guidelines 
for the way we behave and think. They constitute our moral training, and include non-
violence, truthfulness, non-stealing, non-lusting, non-greed. 

The Second Limb consists of 5 “niyamas”, which are the 5 observances. Niyamas are 
guidelines for the way we relate to ourselves, internally and externally. They are about 
cleanliness and contentment, and refer to self-discipline and observation. While the 
yamas are about things we don’t do in order to advance spiritually, the niyamas are 
things we do, and they are related and often correspond with each other. 

Saucha (SAH-chah): Practice purity and cleanliness of body, mind and speech. By 
practicing the yamas, we clear away negative physical and mental states of being 
and become more pure. The first niyama also refers to keeping the mind and body 
clean, through cleansing techniques (kriyas), asana practice, and pranayama. 

Samtosha (sam-TOH-shah): Be content. Observing contentedness means becoming 
happy with who you are and what you have. It doesn’t mean  give up self-
improvement goals, but rather to accept yourself as you are now, while you work on 
self-improvement. Practicing contentment takes self-awareness; it helps if you know 
what makes you happy. Being content helps you to see that you are exactly where 
you should be. It involves taking responsibility for your life and the situations you create 
for yourself – if you can’t be happy with it, you must change it. This niyama says, find 
the positive in life’s lessons, and choose to grow from them. When you know you have 
done your best, that is contentment, which the Yoga Sutras describe as counting for 
more than the “16 heavens combined.” 
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Tapas (TAH-pahs): Be disciplined. This refers to keeping the body fit. The word literally 
means to heat the body, in order to purify it. Paying attention to posture, breath and 
eating habits through regular practice of asana, pranayama, and diet, will build your 
strength and wisdom. Self-discipline in thought and speech also applies. Replace 
negative thoughts with positive, resentment with forgiveness, sadness with joy. Burn 
away anything negative and judgmental, including your own fears. Remember the 
mind can hold only one thought at a time, so choose a positive one. 

Svadhyaya (svahd-YAH-yah): Study. The literal meaning is “get close to yourself.” So, 
studying sacred or spiritual texts applies to this niyama, but also internal study. Looking 
inward, we begin to see which thoughts, words, actions and experiences can make us 
happy, and which trap us in old unhappy patterns. Clarity and self-awareness come 
from dedicated, non-violent introspection. This niyama also includes the repetition of 
mantras. 

Ishvara-pranidhana (ISH-var-ah-PRAH-nee-DAH-nah): Be devoted. This niyama is a 
call to spiritual practice. It literally means to lay all your actions at the feet of God. 
While that may mean religion to some, it is not specifically religious. Surrendering to 
God, the universe, or an ultimate reality, applies to any religion or none – it is about 
letting go of ego and being centered on the highest ideal. From there positive energy 
will be free to flow from your “divine source,” into all areas of your life. 

Assignment 
Focus on the niyamas in your daily life. Notice and practice your daily rituals, and try to 
make them more meaningful, more disciplined, as you perform them. Be consistent 
and disciplined in your personal hygiene, meals, household chores, and physical 
practices. Think about what you really want, and notice what things in your life make 
you unhappy; think of ways to change them, or change your attitude toward them. 
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